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SACRED HEART CHURCH OF
THE FIRST PEOPLES
10821-96 Street, Edmonton, AB T5H 2J8
P: 780.422.3052 F: 780.423.0176 E: sacredheart.firstpeoples@caedm.ca
Facebook: Sacred Heart Church of the First Peoples-Catholic Church
Baptism Preparation
The next Baptism Preparation
Class will be on Wednesday
September 14, 2022 at 6: pm
in the Parish Boardroom.
Please register by calling the
office at 780-422-3052
Mass Schedule
Daily Masses from Monday to
Saturday at 9 am (Live
Stream)
All Sundays at 10:00 am,
OHPAHOPISIM (The Flying Moon)
11:30 am (Indigenous Mass)
MONTH OF AUGUST
Sacred Heart Gymnasium
4:00 pm (Eritrean Mass) and
REFLECTIONS
7:00 pm at Santa Maria
Goretti Catholic Church
Humility
Holy Rosary and Adoration on
Ponder today the truth of who you are. Seek complete honesty in
Fridays at 7 pm (Live
regard to your actions and your intentions. Understand yourself
Streaming from our
and seek to know yourself as God knows you. Doing this will foster
Facebook)
great humility. As you grow in humility, see also the truth of God
BAPTISM
and His greatness. Humbly acknowledge all that God does for
you. Seeing God at work within you and honestly expressing this
1. Siyaki Weldeslasie
with gratitude will allow Him to shine forth beautifully for all to see.
2. Sergel Negasi
This is truth and this is humility.

WEEKLY SUNDAY COLLECTION
DEATH
1. Andrew Frank
Strong
2. Evelyn Marie
Dumas
3. Roy Gladue

From Sunday August 22nd to August 27th $ 4537.00,
Church Building Fund $ 7310.00, Donations for the
Food $ 500.00, Baptism Donations $60.00 and
Recyclable cans and bottles $ 201.00

PARISH TEAM
Fr. Susai Jesu, OMI
Fr. Mark Blom, OMI
Deacon Paul
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HOMILY 22

SUNDAY OF ORDINARY TIMES-C
Strive to be Humble

(Sirach 3:17-20, 28-29; Psalm 68; Hebrews 12:18-19, 22-24a; Luke 14:1, 7-14)

**********************************************************
“Even the biggest ship needs a tug to move it out of the harbor”
Strive to be humble, and let God’s power work in your life.
Rarely do the readings focus so clearly on one specific theme as do the
readings today, and that is the theme of humility.
The first reading reminds us the humble are loved by God; find favor with God,
and learn the secrets of God.
The Gospel reveals to us once again the divine reversal of values so much of
what Jesus consistently taught and lived. We are advised to be humble; to seek
the lowest place; to give to the poor with no expectations and we shall be exalted.
According to The New Interpreters Bible, the kingdom of God will bring about a
revolutionary reversal of values. The very standards and practices of
discrimination will be thrown out. The outcasts will be accepted as equals. Those
who live by kingdom values and standards now will not only bear witness to the
kingdom but will also be rewarded in the “resurrection of the righteous.”
Righteousness, not social position or the esteem of others should be our goal.
God does not look on the glitter of our guest list. Instead, God looks to see that
we have practiced the generosity and inclusiveness of the kingdom in our daily
social relationships.
The second reading, for its part, takes a more indirect approach. Heaven is a
spiritual reality, a very gentle reality in contrast to the bombastic nature of the
world. We get a sense that even heaven is a humble place.
The Twelve Step program of Alcoholics Anonymous is based on humility. Step
One states simply, “Admitted that I was powerless over alcohol, that my life was
unmanageable.” To be humble and admit powerlessness, to reach out for help, is
the beginning of a process of transformation wrought by working the Steps and
entering into the fellowship of AA.
Harsh as it may sound, God cannot work in proud hearts. Suppose a worker took
gravel, rocks and water and mixed all that together. What would he get? The
answer, of course, is a mess of rocks, water and gravel. Nothing would happen
to any of those elements.
Now suppose that same worker crushed the rocks into the grey powder that we
buy in bags, and mixed that with gravel and water. What would he get now? The
answer, of course, is concrete, which builds amazingly strong structures.
We are like those rocks. As long as we hang onto our false-pride, our self2
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sufficiency, our refusal to accept our need for any help, then we cannot receive
that help, including God’s power to work in our lives. God cannot work in proud
hearts. The Magnificat of Mary is clear on that when it says God casts down the
proud and lifts up the lowly; God fills the hungry with good things and sends the
rich away empty.
I love to pray in a kayak on a lake when I am at the Oblate cottage, especially on
calm mornings. I paddle out to the center of a bay, and then let the Kayak drift in
the light breeze. It is amazing how sensitive the kayak is to the slightest breeze,
sometimes drifting steadily along, sometimes stopping completely, sometimes
turning right around depending on the breeze. The sensitivity of the kayak to
obeying the gentle pressure of the breeze is a prayer in itself for me, that I might
be as humble and open to God’s will in my life as is the kayak in which I am
praying, sensitive to the breeze.
Humility is based on a strong sense of God’s love for us, and a strong self esteem
flowing from that love. Humility is a quality of life open to persons who know that
their worth is not measured by recognition from their peers but by the certainty
that God has accepted them.
Corbin Eddy adds that for Jesus, real humility is found in living the meal: living in
respect, collaboration and solidarity with all people, with all living things, with all
the earth. Real humility is found in being open and ready to share with and to
learn from all people, especially those who seem least likely to have something
to teach us.
The Eucharist that we celebrate today is a humble meal in which God shares
God’s love for us
through God’s Word,
and the Body and Blood
of Jesus, the humble
one.
May our celebration
today help us to be
humble and to allow
God’s power to work in
our lives.
Archbishop Emeritus
Sylvain Lavoie, OMI
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THE HUMILIATION OF GOD
One of the characteristics of divine revelation is that it often breaks through where
you least expect.
Grace invariably catches you unaware, a surprise. Frequently the surprise is not
a pleasant one, for God shines brightly in our humiliations, unafraid to be
embarrassed in this world.
Whenever we see someone who is unable to protect herself or himself against
pain, especially the type of pain that humbles and humiliates, we are witnessing
the humiliation of God in the world and if we have the eyes of faith, we are
standing at that place where the deeper secrets of heaven are being revealed.
We see this clearly already when we look at little children. They are so helpless
and needy that they cannot hide what needs to be hidden. Spittle, urine, mucus,
feces, and tears are always in evidence around them.
We see this too whenever we see
anyone who, for whatever reason, is
perceived by others as naive,
unattractive, stupid, irrational, or in
some other way is seen as an
embarrassment to himself or herself.
We see it especially in those people
who because of age or illness are
being humiliated in their bodies. In an
adult body ravaged by age, handicap,
or terminal disease – unlike the case
for babies where a stunning physical
beauty and wholeness more than compensate for the embarrassment and even
the smell of feces is sweet – there is real humiliation. Here the smell of feces is
not sweet.
I once visited a friend dying of cancer. Her fifty-year-old body, once remarkably
beautiful, was grossly disfigured, wasted, smelled of death, and, like the face of
the Suffering Servant in Isaiah, was as much an object of revulsion as of
attraction.
A proud spirit, she lay humble, embarrassed, humiliated in her body. And God lay
with her in that humiliation, shining forth, revealing secrets, tearing the temple veil
from top to bottom and revealing what was revealed on the cross, namely, that
faith and understanding begin at that exact dark point where the world thinks they
must end.
By Ron Rolheiser, OMI
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LOOKING BEYOND
Banquets. Who doesn’t like them? Banquets are often occasions of joy and
celebration: weddings, anniversaries, reunions, Christmas, Easter, etc. In this
weekend’s Gospel, Jesus is invited to a dinner and then uses a parable of a
wedding banquet to challenge his listeners to go beyond convention, to see
different opportunities to further the building of God’s kingdom.
I have to remember that Jesus is not just speaking of holding a banquet. He is
speaking about attitudes,
relationships, expectations and stepping out into the unknown, to act in a way that
is counter to prevailing attitudes around us. He challenges us to go beyond
popular expectations.
This leads us to a fundamental question: How am I called to live my faith? Is it
enough to attend Mass on Sunday, receive communion, say my prayers and then
carry on with life? Jesus calls us to a more radical kind of discipleship. Pope
Francis expresses this well in Fratelli Tutti: “Human beings are so made that they
cannot live, develop and find fulfilment except ‘in the sincere gift of self to others’”
(Paragraph 87) We are constantly called to enlarge the scope of our discipleship,
to not be content with what is popular, expected, ‘normal’.
Our discipleship should know no bounds, we are called to dream the impossible
or improbable as we hear God’s call to us and then respond with generous hearts.
Again, Pope Francis says: “Life, for all its confrontations, is the art of encounter.
… We, as a people, should be passionate
about meeting others, seeking points of
contact, building bridges…” (Paragraphs
215-216) The questions that are before
us invite us to reflect on our vocations –
how am I called to be – a better spouse,
parent,
child,
teacher,
nurse,
carpenter….; am I called to go beyond
my present horizons to serve or volunteer
in a different community or country, am I
called to religious life or priesthood, how
can I best respond to the call to build
God’s kingdom of love and peace in our world.
The answers to some of those questions may surprise or scare us, but Jesus
assures us that God always provides the means for us to respond to the invitation.
We need not fear responding to the invitation. We are not left to our own
resources, but have been promised the gift of the Spirit to guide, encourage and
support us along this journey of discipleship.
By Richard Beaudette, OMI
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SEEING WHAT LIES NEAR OUR DOORSTEPS
Henri Nouwen once suggested that if you want to understand the tragedy of the
Second World War, you can read a hundred history books about it and watch a
thousand hours of video documentaries on it, or you can read the Diary of Anne
Frank. In that single memoir of young girl imprisoned and later executed by the
Nazis you will see, first-hand, the tragedy of war and what war does to the human
soul.
The same might be said about the refugee crisis now taking place everywhere on
borders around the world. According to statistics from the United Nations, there
are now over eighty million refugees, displaced, homeless, nationless, frightened,
and often hungry people on our borders around the world. Two-thirds of these are
women and children, and the vast majority are not there by choice, seeking a
better economic opportunity in another country. The vast majority of them have
been driven from their homes and their countries by war, violence, famine,
hunger, ethnic and religious cleansing, and by fear for their lives.
For many of us, this is a faceless, abstract problem. We have a generic sympathy
for their plight but not one deep enough to keep us awake at night, unsettle our
conscience, or make us willing to sacrifice some of our own comfort and security
to do something for them or to pressure our governments into action. Indeed, too
often we are over-protective of our borders and the settled, comfortable lives we
live inside our nations. This is our country! Our home! We worked hard for the
things we have. It is unfair to us to have to deal with these people! They should
go back to their countries and leave us alone!
We need a wake-up call. A recent book, a novel, by Jeanine Cummins, American
Dirt, gives us a fictionalized account of a young Mexican woman who because of
violence and fear of death had to leave her life behind and flee with her young
son in an attempt to reach the borders of the United States as an undocumented
immigrant. Full disclosure, the book has been heavily criticized by many because
it doesn’t always measure up to the exact facts. Conversely, it has also been
highly praised by many others. Be that as it may, the bottom-line is that this is a
powerful story and a wake-up call, one meant to wake us up to the real tragedy
of those who for reasons of poverty, violence, famine, fear, and hopelessness are
forced to flee their countries in search of a better life (or any life at all!) elsewhere.
Whatever the book’s imperfections, it helps shatter the abstractness we can lean
on to protect ourselves against having to look at the issue of refugees today.
Admittedly, the issue isn’t simple. There are extremely complex issues involved
in protecting our borders and in having millions of people freely enter our
countries. However, as men and women who share a common humanity and a
common planet with these refugees, can we remain callous to their plight?
Moreover, as Christians, do we accept the fundamental, non-negotiable principle
within Christian social doctrine that tells us that the world belongs to everyone
6
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equally and we may not adhere to any nationalistic belief that says, explicitly or
implicitly, that our country is ours and we have no obligation to share it with others.
To espouse this is unchristian and goes against the clear teaching of Jesus.
We might all, I submit, contemplate a certain parable of Jesus (Luke 16, 19-31)
where he tells the story of a rich man who ignored a poor man sitting at his
doorstep and refused to share his food with him. The poor man dies and finds
himself in the bosom of Abraham. The rich man also dies and finds himself
tormented by thirst in Hades. He begs Abraham to send the poor man, whom he
had ignored during this lifetime, to bring him some water to quench his thirst, but
it turns out this is not possible. Jesus tells us that there is an “unbridgeable gap”
between the two of them. We have always simplistically assumed that this
unbridgeable gap is the gap between heaven and hell, but that is not exactly the
point the parable is making. The unbridgeable gap is the gap that already exists
now between the rich and poor, and the lesson is that we had best try to bridge
that gap now, in this life.
Notice that Jesus does not say that the rich man is a bad man, or that he didn’t
earn his riches honestly, or that he wasn’t an upright citizen, or that he wasn’t
going to church, or that he was unfaithful to his wife, or that he was a bad father
to his children. It only says that he had one fault, a mortal one - inside his richness
he did not respond to a hungry man sitting on the borders of house.
By Ron Rolheiser, OMI
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SEASON OF CREATION
Pope Francis proposes that we celebrate the
Season of Creation in September. In doing so, we
join millions of Christians who will pray with her
throughout the world this month.
This year the theme of the Season of Creation is
"Listen to the Voice of Creation".
We need to listen to the voices of those suffering the impacts of climate change,
the people who hold ancient wisdom about how to live with gratitude within the
limits of the earth, the voices of a diminishing diversity of species. It is the voice
of the earth.
“I have heard their cry...I know their sufferings...Come, now! I will send
you...I will be with you” (Ex 3:1-12)

The burning bush is the Symbol for the Season of Creation 2022. Today, the
prevalence of unnatural fires are a sign of the devastating effects that climate
change has on the most vulnerable of our planet. Creation cries out as forests
crackle, animals flee, and people are forced to migrate due to the fires of injustice
that we have caused. On the contrary, the fire that called to Moses as he tended
the flock on Mt. Horeb did not consume or destroy the bush. This was a flame of
the Spirit that revealed God’s life sustaining presence. This holy fire affirmed that
God heard the cries of all who suffered, and promised to be with us as we followed
faithfully to deliverance from injustice.

In this Season of Creation, this symbol of the Spirit of God calls us to listen to the
voice of all creatures. What voices do we need to hear? We are invited to be
attentive to listen to the cry of creation and make it present in our prayer and
commitment.
8
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TRUTH AND
RECONCILIATION
COMMISSION
Call to Action nº 8: “We call upon
the federal government to eliminate
the discrepancy in federal education
funding for First Nations children
being educated on reserves and
those First Nations children being
educated off reserves.”
• We pray for the elimination of
discrepancies
in
federal
education funding for First
Nations children on reserves
and those First Nations
children off reserves, in order
that all can have the same
opportunities.

MISSING AND
MURDERED
INDIGENOUS WOMEN
AND GIRLS REPORT
Call for Justice nº12.15: We call
upon child welfare agencies and all
governments to fully investigate
deaths of Indigenous youth in care.
• We pray that child welfare
agencies
and
all
governments fully investigate
deaths of Indigenous youth in
care.
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MY EXPERIENCE
Following his visit in Maskwacis, Pope Francis ,was enthusiastically welcomed by
the 190 people who were hand-picked to participate in a Celebration of the Word
at Sacred Heart Church of the First Peoples, situated in the heart of downtown
Edmonton among the poorest of the poor. A community of faith who, every day
welcomes upwards of 250 people who need clothing or a listening ear; people
who are hungry for food, for love, compassion, a place to belong. I was one of the
ones chosen to be inside our newly renovated Church; a privilege that, until this
moment brings tears to my eyes. Even though our family discovered in the past
year that we have both Cree and Chipewyan blood coursing through our veins,
the invitation to be present in the midst of my Indigenous sisters and brothers left
me feeling very humbled and undeserving. I lived a plethora of emotions: gratitude
and joy danced within me while, at the same time, I cried almost the entire time
as I felt anew the pain, the shame, the abuse- physical, sexual, emotional,
spiritual, endured by the children in residential schools-pain which they have
carried through 7 generations. Yes, intergenerational trauma is real!
Pope Francis, heard in the core of his being how our
Indigenous sisters and brothers were nailed with
Christ to the cross. During his message he called
us, “to look to Christ, crucified in the many students
of the residential schools”. He reminded us that “it
is on the tree of the cross that sorrow is transformed
into love, death into life, disappointment into hope,
abandonment into communion, distance into unity”.
Throughout his time in Canada he reminded us we
are called to reconciliation which, “is not merely the
result of our efforts; it is a gift that flows from the
crucified Lord, a peace that radiates from the heart
of Jesus, a grace that must be sought”.
In the midst of the pain, did I experience the beginnings of reconciliation? Yes!
As I looked into the eyes of Pope Francis, when he was receiving the symbolic
gifts presented to him, I saw Christ, the healer, the reconciler, the Good Samaritan
who binds up the wounds of those left on the margins to die. I saw joy, hope and
gratitude. I heard in my heart the words of Jesus at the Last Supper, “There is no
greater love than to lay down one’s life for one’s friends”. Pope Francis, in being
among us, laid down his life in order that the very long journey of healing, mercy
and reconciliation can be walked.
It was not only in the eyes of Pope Francis that I saw healing love. After he was
wheeled outside, I walked up to seven of our elders, seated in the front of the
10
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Church, and reached out my hand. Each one looked me in the eyes, took my
hand in theirs and smiled, speaking without any words, “We are one; we will ‘walk
together’ on the pathway of healing and hope”.
Several people have asked me since then, to describe the experience. Initially, I
simply could not respond. My heart was too full. Now that some time has passed,
and I enter again into the depths of my heart, the words of Pope Francis help me
to voice what I lived. He said, “Here, in this church, above the altar and tabernacle,
we see the four poles of a typical Indigenous tent, a teepee… The teepee reminds
us that God accompanies us on our journey and loves to meet us together, in
assembly, in council. And, when Jesus became man, the Gospel tells us, He
literally ‘pitched His tent among us’.” As Jesus pitched His tent among us, may
the visit of Pope Francis empower us, as a Congregation, to “pitch our tent” among
the most vulnerable, accepting “ to go through the path of dialogue, forgiveness
and reconciliation”.
By Sister Mary Clare Stack

With over 1100 member parishes, CWL is the
largest Catholic Women's organization in
Canada. We invite all women 16 years of age
and over to join us for our first meeting this fall at
10 am Saturday, September 10, 2022 at the
rectory.
We were asked by Clover Oryschak, Edmonton
Diocesan President, to have an information table
about The Truth and Reconciliation Commission
at the fall Diocesan Meeting. This September 30th will be the second National
Day for Truth and Reconciliation and other CWL members would like to
understand the importance of this day. Only by working together will we move
from reconciliation to reconciliACTION. We are being asked to show the way we
demonstrate this year’s theme of “Walking Together.”
The Diocesan Meeting will take place Saturday, September 17, 2022 at St
Thomas More Parish (210 Haddow Close NW, Edmonton) from 8:15 am to 4
pm.
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The Edmonton Archdiocesan Council for Development and Peace - Caritas
Canada invites you
to attend the VIRTUAL Annual General Meeting on Wednesday, September
14th from 7:00 – 9:00 pm. This virtual meeting will be through ZOOM and you
can also join the meeting by telephone call. Come and find out the Development
and Peace priorities for the next five years and the collaboration with the
Canadian Catholic Bishops. It would also be wonderful to have some new people
on council to provide ideas on moving ahead and revitalizing the organization, so
if you are interested please let me know when you RSVP to Sylvianne Perry at
780 462-2529 | nsperry@telus.net or the regional animator Carmen Michaud at
cmichaud@devp.org by September 11. The link to join the meeting will be sent
to you.

BUILDING FUND UPDATE
Thank you to our donors for
your contribution to our building
fund.

Sacred Heart Church Fund Raise
Campaign - Funds Received
64.75%

Phoung Nguyen
Sabina Rose Taino
$1,500,000.00

L. Brockman
SRR Financial Inc.
$971,221.33

Achieved

Target
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VOLUNTEER
APPRECIATION
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THANK YOU, DELLA

LIZOTTE, FOR THE DONATED ITEMS.
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Sacramental Preparation at
Sacred Heart
Since young people are few at Sacred
Heart we prepare youth for First
Communion, First Reconciliation and Confirmation by appointment. Those
who are between seven to seventeen years of age are welcome. Adults can
also receive preparation sessions. Parents or guardians must accompany
children for the classes. Candidates can receive their first communion and
confirmation at a Sunday Mass of their choice. Contact Fr. Mark through the
office, 780-422-3052.
We are collecting food on the first Sunday of
the month. Please drop off at the church during
mass or at the rectory Monday to Friday for 9
am to 4 pm. This
food is given to
those in need.
As we make this
a practicem, our
Sunday
Eurcharistic
becomes more
complete.

Commemorative
postcards
available for
$5.00 per set.
Please call the
office at 780422-3052.
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READINGS FOR THE 22

nd

SUNDAY OF ORDINARY TIME

FIRST READING
A reading from the Wisdom of Jesus, Son of Sirach (Sirach 3.17-20, 28-29)
My child, perform your tasks with humility; then you will be loved by those whom
God accepts. The greater you are, the more you must humble yourself; so you
will find favour in the sight of the Lord. Many are lofty and renowned, but to the
humble the Lord reveals his secrets. For great is the might of the Lord; but by the
humble he is glorified.
When calamity befalls someone proud, there is no healing, for an evil plant has
taken root in them.
The mind of the intelligent appreciates proverbs, and an attentive ear is the desire
of the wise.
Thanks be to God.

RESPONSORIAL PSALM (Psalm 68)
Response: God, in your goodness, you have made a home for the poor.
Let the righteous be joyful; let them exult before God; let them be jubilant with joy.
Sing to God, sing praises to his name; his name is the Lord, be exultant before
him. R.
Father of orphans and protector of widows is God in his holy habitation. God gives
the desolate a home to live in; he leads out the prisoners to prosperity. R.
Rain in abundance, O God, you showered abroad; you restored your heritage
when it languished; your flock found a dwelling in it; in your goodness, O God,
you provided for the needy. R.
SECOND READING
A reading from the letter to the Hebrews (Hebrews 12.18-19, 22-24a)

Brothers and sisters: You have not come to something that can be touched, a
blazing fire, and darkness, and gloom, and a tempest, and the sound of a trumpet,
and a voice whose words made the hearers beg that not another word be spoken
to them.
But you have come to Mount Zion and to the city of the living God, the heavenly
Jerusalem, and to innumerable Angels in festal gathering, and to the assembly of
the firstborn who are enrolled in heaven, and to God the judge of all, and to the
spirits of the righteous made perfect, and to Jesus, the mediator of a new
covenant.
Thanks be to God.
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GOSPEL ACCLAMATION
Alleluia. Alleluia.
Take my yoke upon you, says the Lord, and learn from me, for I am meek and
humble of heart.
Alleluia
GOSPEL READING
A reading from the Gospel according to Luke. (Luke 14.1, 7-14)
On one occasion when Jesus was going to the house of a leader of the Pharisees to eat a meal
on the Sabbath, the lawyers and Pharisees were watching him closely. When Jesus noticed
how the guests chose the places of honour, he told them a parable.
“When you are invited by someone to a wedding banquet, do not sit down at the place of
honour, in case someone more distinguished than you has been invited by your host; and the
host who invited both of you may come and say to you, ‘Give this person your place,’ and then
in disgrace you would start to take the lowest place.
“But when you are invited, go and sit down at the lowest place, so that when your host comes,
he may say to you, ‘Friend, move up higher’; then you will be honoured in the presence of all
who sit at the table with you. For whoever exalts himself will be humbled, and whoever humbles
himself will be exalted.”
Jesus said also to the Pharisee who had invited him, “When you give a luncheon or a dinner,
do not invite your friends or your brothers or sisters or your relatives or rich neighbours, in case
they may invite you in return, and you would be repaid. But when you give a banquet, invite the
poor, the crippled, the lame, and the blind. And you will be blessed, because they cannot repay
you, for you will be repaid at the resurrection of the righteous.”
The Gospel of the Lord. Praise to you Lord Jesus Christ.
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HOPE & HEALING ENCOUNTER
SAT, SEPT 17TH
10AM TO NOON
FREE FOOD AND LIVE MUSIC IN AN ATMOSPHERE OF
FAITH, HOPE AND LOVE.
In the Park beside Sacred Heart Church, 10821 96 Street

COME AND BE HEALED!

*******************************************************************************************
THANK YOU DELLA LIZOTTE FOR ALL YOUR HAND MADE ART
OFFERINGS TO SACRED HEART CHURCH
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